Preprocessing Stain Remover For Spray

EXPERT

Grease-cutting power for tough dart and persistent stain.
Easy to use for everyone.
Just spray. Easy task from aqueous stain to oil-based stain.
EXPERT is effective to remove tough stain, sweat stain of winter coat, outer
clothes, summer blouse and others for everyone.
Just Expert, great effect both petroleum solvent and water medium.
EXPERT has high detergency than ever in any machine of Perchlorethylene,
petroleum solvent, water medium, and preprocessing of wet cleaning.
Easy to use for part time staff.
EXPERT has no risk to get moldy, discoloration, damaging of fiber even if a part
time stuff uses it at preprocessing without advanced knowledge of cleaning.

Features
Preprocessing stain remover EXPERT which derives from an expert and a
specialist is developed by engineers of Arimagi after years of study. It was also
made in combination with dry soap DRY EX and SILICONE SOAP. Some
conventional preprocessing agent had a risk of bleeding and contraction by spray
in water which being diluted with enzyme and aqueous surfactant. Expert of
AMG was produced by stably associated oil-based surfactant and petroleum
solvent to resolve these problems. As compared the conventional products, it
made further effect of osmotic strength and solvency power to water-soluble and
oil-based stain. Have freedom from worry about contraction and back
contamination by multiplier effect of petroleum solvent.

Usage
Wash right after spray undiluted EXPERT on a stain and dust.
Spray undiluted EXPERT on a stain and give clothe right brushing if you want.
Use gun spray or plastic spatula to transfuse Expert with cloth or another
product DRY-STAIN and STAIN REMOVING EXPERT(SHIMINUKI NO
TATSUJIN) for tough stain.
Precaution for use
Please test EXPERT on cloth backing in specific cloth with color fastness like an
import print, oil cloth and laminating. There is a possibility to begin to melt the
dye by washing with stain and dirt.
Sometimes stain remains on the cloth when you wash it softly after using
EXPERT like pretreatment agent in a household washing machine. In that case,
repeat wash and rinse well.
Please wear gloves and glasses as protectors and ventilate well in working state.
Character and Package
Neutral. Non-ion surface active agent base.（liquid）
16 L/NET in an oil tin.
4 L/NET in a plastic container.

